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Fecha de  Alta

Acrylic plastic paint, for decoration and protection of walls and ceilings. Ideal for generating an appearance of absolute 
cleanliness and freshness.

MATE

PAREDES Y TECHOSFAMILY

LINE

 DESCRIPTION AND NATURE

 USAGES

Indoors

Cement
Cement
Concrete
Brick
Gypsum Board
Plaster

 PROPERTIES

- Whiteness
- Low odour
- High sweating
Good covering in dry
- Good applicability

 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTCS

Referencia Color REHABIT P5 ULTRABLANC

MattFinish

Specific weight 1,61± 0,05 kg/l

Viscosity 110 +/- 25 PO

Solids in volume 42± 1

Solids in weight 65± 1

Cat. a/BA 75/30 (2007/2010):0,69 g/lVOC

7-9 m²/LAproximated performance by coat

(20ºC HR:60%): 1 hDry to touch 

(20ºC HR:60%): mín 3-4 hDry to repaint 

White
Tint with universal dye or with water, máx 5%

Colours

AFNOR: NFT. 36005 Famille I Classe 7b2Classification

 SURFACE PREPAIRING

New surfaces

Cement mortars:
1. Hope until forged total (mín 30 days).
2. Clean the possible eflorescencias with abrasive spurt.
3. Neutralize the alkaline surfaces.
4. Polished surfaces: to sandpaper .
5. Clean the strange product on support.
6. Fix the weak supports with fixer.
7. Fill in defects in the substrate.

Plaster:
1. Wait till complete drying of product (20% max. Moisture level).
2. Clean the strange product on support.
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3. Clean the possible eflorescencias with abrasive spurt.
4. Regulate the absorptions of the support with selladora, Locking device, or a diluted hand of he himself product
5. Polished surfaces: to sandpaper to open pore
6. Fix the weak supports with fixer.
7. Fill in defects in the substrate.

Restoring and maintenance

1 - Eliminate old paintings in badly been or badly adhered totally.
2 - Shining surfaces must be clarified, to make sure a good adhesion.
3 - On painted supports it must verify the solidity and anchorage of the painting, to diagnose his nature to avoid possible incompatibilidades and 
to eliminate the dust and the dirt before being painted.
4 - Fill in defects in the substrate.
5 - Deal with fungicide the supports with mould.

 WAY OF USE

Application notes

- Shake the product until its perfect homogened
- Dilute to the product based on the porosity and state of the support in undercoat.
- Finish with one or more coats slighlty dilluted until surface is totally covered.
- Do not apply product at temperatures below 5ºC or any surfaces which have been exposed to sunshine.

Solvent for dilution and cleaning
Water

Way of use

Painting brush 10-20%

Roller 10-20%

Aerographic gun 10-20%

Aproximate dilution

 SYSTEM

Procedures depending of surface type

Primer Intermedium Finish

Support with mould

MAX Fungicida Rehabit P5 Rehabit P5+Aditivo fungicida

STD Fungicida Rehabit P5+Aditivo fungicida

New work

MAX Fijador Rehabit P5 Rehabit P5

STD Rehabit P5 diluido Rehabit P5

Old paintings in bad state

MAX Eliminar+Fijador Rehabit P5 Rehabit P5

STD Eliminar+Rehabit P5 diluido Rehabit P5

Old painting in good state

MAX Rehabit P5 Rehabit P5 Rehabit P5

STD Rehabit P5 diluido Rehabit P5

 SECURITY

Do not eat, neither drink, nor smoke during the application. In case of contact with eyes, wash abundantly with clean water. Keep away from 
children. Do not throw in darin. Keep product in dry area, under cover and temperature between 5 to 35°C. For further information, please check 
product safety sheet.
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Do not eat, neither drink, nor smoke during the application. In case of contact with eyes, wash abundantly with clean water. Keep away from 
children. Do not throw in darin. Keep product in dry area, under cover and temperature between 5 to 35°C. For further information, please check 
product safety sheet.

 NOTE

Information here indicated is based on our actual knowledge, laboratory testing and taking in count the practical use under specific 
circumstances.As it is impossible to stablish an adecuate description for every nature and status of the supports to be painted, we are unable to 
warrant the absolute reproductibility in each specific use

Maximum recommended storage time : 24 months since its fabrication in its original packaging perfectly closed, stored indoors and at 
temperatures between 5º and  35ºC

 PACKINGS

4 L, 15 L

Acrylic plastic paint, for decoration and protection of walls and ceilings. Ideal for generating an appearance of absolute 
cleanliness and freshness.

FAMILY

LINE

 DESCRIPTION AND NATURE

 USAGES

 PROPERTIES

- Whiteness
- Low odour
- High sweating
Good covering in dry
- Good applicability

 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTCS

Referencia Color

MattFinish

Specific weight 1,61± 0,05 kg/l

Viscosity 110 +/- 25 PO

Solids in volume 42± 1

Solids in weight 65± 1

Cat. a/BA 75/30 (2007/2010):0,69 g/lVOC

7-9 m²/LAproximated performance by coat

(20ºC HR:60%): 1 hDry to touch 

(20ºC HR:60%): mín 3-4 hDry to repaint 

White
Tint with universal dye or with water, máx 5%

Colours

AFNOR: NFT. 36005 Famille I Classe 7b2Classification
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 SURFACE PREPAIRING

New surfaces

Cement mortars:
1. Hope until forged total (mín 30 days).
2. Clean the possible eflorescencias with abrasive spurt.
3. Neutralize the alkaline surfaces.
4. Polished surfaces: to sandpaper .
5. Clean the strange product on support.
6. Fix the weak supports with fixer.
7. Fill in defects in the substrate.

Plaster:
1. Wait till complete drying of product (20% max. Moisture level).
2. Clean the strange product on support.
3. Clean the possible eflorescencias with abrasive spurt.
4. Regulate the absorptions of the support with selladora, Locking device, or a diluted hand of he himself product
5. Polished surfaces: to sandpaper to open pore
6. Fix the weak supports with fixer.
7. Fill in defects in the substrate.

Restoring and maintenance

1 - Eliminate old paintings in badly been or badly adhered totally.
2 - Shining surfaces must be clarified, to make sure a good adhesion.
3 - On painted supports it must verify the solidity and anchorage of the painting, to diagnose his nature to avoid possible incompatibilidades and 
to eliminate the dust and the dirt before being painted.
4 - Fill in defects in the substrate.
5 - Deal with fungicide the supports with mould.

 WAY OF USE

Application notes

- Shake the product until its perfect homogened
- Dilute to the product based on the porosity and state of the support in undercoat.
- Finish with one or more coats slighlty dilluted until surface is totally covered.
- Do not apply product at temperatures below 5ºC or any surfaces which have been exposed to sunshine.

Solvent for dilution and cleaning
Water

Way of use

Painting brush 10-20%

Roller 10-20%

Aerographic gun 10-20%

Aproximate dilution

 SYSTEM

Procedures depending of surface type

Primer Intermedium Finish

Support with mould

MAX Fungicida Rehabit P5 Rehabit P5+Aditivo fungicida

STD Fungicida Rehabit P5+Aditivo fungicida

New work

MAX Fijador Rehabit P5 Rehabit P5

STD Rehabit P5 diluido Rehabit P5

Old paintings in bad state

MAX Eliminar+Fijador Rehabit P5 Rehabit P5
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STD Eliminar+Rehabit P5 diluido Rehabit P5

Old painting in good state

MAX Rehabit P5 Rehabit P5 Rehabit P5

STD Rehabit P5 diluido Rehabit P5

 SECURITY

Do not eat, neither drink, nor smoke during the application. In case of contact with eyes, wash abundantly with clean water. Keep away from 
children. Do not throw in darin. Keep product in dry area, under cover and temperature between 5 to 35°C. For further information, please check 
product safety sheet.

Do not eat, neither drink, nor smoke during the application. In case of contact with eyes, wash abundantly with clean water. Keep away from 
children. Do not throw in darin. Keep product in dry area, under cover and temperature between 5 to 35°C. For further information, please check 
product safety sheet.

 NOTE

 PACKINGS

4 L, 15 L
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